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1. How many years after the events of American Pie does the Book of Love story take place?

2. We are introduced to 3 new hapless virgins, what are the names of these new protagonists?

3. What was Rob attempting to masturbate with, which his dog, Frizzie tries to eat?

4. Who takes a video of Rob masturbating and uploads it to the internet?

5. Nathan reveals that his girlfriend, has pledged to abstain from sex until marriage even though she has 
already slept with six other people. What is her name?

6. Who tells Rob if he doesn't make a move on Heidi, he will?

7. What does Rob accidentally set fire to when he drops a lit candle in a bin?

8. When Rob and Heidi are cleaning the library, Rob finds a secret compartment containing what?

9. The Book of Love has been compiled over 40-years by the students who found it and is regarded as 
legendary. What type of book is it?

10. What has caused the Book of Love to be damaged?

11. In the local mall, at the Lingerie store, Ashley makes Rob steal a bra for her but he is caught. How does Rob 
pay for the bra?

12. Nathan goes to Dana's church service to talk to her, but accidentally does what when he has an explicit and 
highly personal conversation with her?
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Presents: The Book of Love (2009) Quiz 1
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Quizmaster Answers
1. 11 years
2. Rob, Nathan and Lube
3. Peanut Butter Sandwich
4. His younger brother, Cody
5. Dana
6. Scott Stifler

7. The School Library
8. 'The Bible' (or The Book of Love)
9. A sex manual 
10. Water from the sprinklers
11. His mother's credit card
12. Broadcast's it to the entire congregation on 

the church's PA system
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Presents: The Book of Love (2009) Quiz 1

1. How many years after the events of American Pie does the Book of Love story take place?

2. We are introduced to 3 new hapless virgins, what are the names of these new protagonists?

3. What was Rob attempting to masturbate with, which his dog, Frizzie tries to eat?

4. Who takes a video of Rob masturbating and uploads it to the internet?

5. Nathan reveals that his girlfriend, has pledged to abstain from sex until marriage even though she has 
already slept with six other people. What is her name?

6. Who tells Rob if he doesn't make a move on Heidi, he will?

7. What does Rob accidentally set fire to when he drops a lit candle in a bin?

8. When Rob and Heidi are cleaning the library, Rob finds a secret compartment containing what?

9. The Book of Love has been compiled over 40-years by the students who found it and is regarded as 
legendary. What type of book is it?

10. What has caused the Book of Love to be damaged?

11. In the local mall, at the Lingerie store, Ashley makes Rob steal a bra for her but he is caught. How does Rob 
pay for the bra?

12. Nathan goes to Dana's church service to talk to her, but accidentally does what when he has an explicit and 
highly personal conversation with her?
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